Using Film-making to Enhance Authentic
Inquiry and Project-based Learning
George Brown College
July 31 - August 2, 2017
9am-4pm daily
$50 per person (refundable
upon completion)
Includes breakfast, lunch,
refreshments, & 2 publications
(2 nights accommodation if
requested )
Space is limited! Registration on
the OTF site opens on June 1.
Pre-register with LSF at
www.lsf-lst.ca/institutes

Who should attend?
Grade 6 to 10 Educators of all subjects who wish to:
 explore how to incorporate video production as a means of
applying the strategies of inquiry and project-based learning,
using the Water Docs @ School Action Projects Program as
an example
 explore how to incorporate video production as a context
that brings inquiry and project-based learning for their
students
Receive copies of:
• Connecting the Dots
• Water Docs@ School

Focus

"The students loved the freedom of
being able to pick a topic they were
passionate about, to research the topic
and collect data and then to have their
creative freedom. There was a huge
facet of opportunities for students with
different learning needs.”(See the full
interview @ http://bit.ly/28M7wZE)
- Lindsay Butson, Grade 8 teacher

• Film-making is an excellent vehicle to bring authentic inquiry
and project-based learning together, empowering students to
positively impact their communities and share their learning.
• In this workshop, we delve into all aspects of managing a
learning process that engages students in research,
community action, and film-making
• Film-making techniques using phones and hand-held devises
will be shared. No experience with film-making is required.
• A professional inquiry methodology will shape the learning
and draw on the experiences of those present.
• Experiences and films from the Water Docs @ School
Program will be showcased
• Water Docs @ School Program is an 8-month learning and
action program for Ontario Grade 7/8 students, delivered
through a partnership between Ecologos and Learning for a
Sustainable Future
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